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Details of Visit:

Author: Fatbrian
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 Dec 2010 18:30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Manchester Elite
Website: http://www.manchester-elite.co.uk
Phone: 07748099390

The Premises:

A modern, well equipped apartment which the agency uses for incalls. It is situated fairly close to
Manchester City centre.

The Lady:

Charlie is a tall, naturally beautiful blonde, with a size 8 figure, lovely curves and great boobs.

The Story:

I arrived in good time; I got a text to say Charlie was ready, was buzzed in and was met by the very
beautiful Charlie wearing a killer black dress and a smart set of heels. She was really friendly, met
me with a kiss and welcomed me into the flat. I took a quick shower While Charlie was happy to put
on a few items I?d brought along. I was soon out of the shower and into the bedroom where the fun
was about to begin.

On the bed we started with some great DFK kissing and caressing which soon turned into Charlie
working her way down my body to my little man in a very sensual way. OWO soon commenced of
which she had excellent technique, I returned the favour with some RO and was pleased to find I hit
the spot. The 69ing was great and lasted a good while and we naturally worked our way back to
kissing and cuddling in a true GFE style. She really was providing a great GFE experience.

Soon we moved onto the sex as watching her pert ass and wonderfully shaped hips in the mirror
meant I was gagging to move onto the main business. I took her in doggy and it was very good.
After a while we changed to cowgirl in which she showed again excellent technique! During cowgirl,
I got to sample her very good C/D cup size breasts, nicely shaped and a good handful. I swapped
back to OWO and finished the first session via CIM.

A short break ensued, where I found Charlie a lovely warm girl to chat to and also a fair amount of
kissing action. This naturally led into round two.

Again her OWO technique was really quite superb and so a prolonged session occurred, again I
returned the favour with some more RO, she was very sweet. We moved into missionary which I
found very sensual and intimate, as there was a natural innate flow with lots and lots of kissing, a
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genuine GFE experience! We moved back to doggy and I ended up finishing the second session in
a very pleasurable way. Charlie had moved under myself and was giving some great ball sucking
action (freshly trimmed today!) and I shot my load sort of over her neck/collar bone area.

Due to the quality of the punt, the time had flown by and indeed we had run over significantly,
however there was never any suggestion of rush, and I really appreciated the ?never feeling
rushed? aspect of the punt.

Overall I would rate this as a superb high quality punt. The quality of Charlie?s sexual skills, her
friendliness and willingness to please and her high quality application of a true GFE experience,
meant I left and extremely happy punter.
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